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1. ABSTRACT:
Operation and Maintenance Support Services constitute up to 70% of costs for US Armed Forces
in the acquisition of Weapon Systems. As more of these get into sustainment phase, it is imperative
to embrace modern technologies to digitally transform existing maintenance processes and
procedures. US DoD is rolling out CBM+ across various military platforms, so the aircraft fleet
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) activity becomes world class, while maximizing
aircraft availability and minimizing costs. Predictive algorithm development [1], a part of CBM+
and which constitutes about 20% of CBM+ is vital in outcomes such as finding patterns in
maintenance issues, forecasting parts demand, predicting part failures before they happen for better
schedule management as well as determining remaining useful life (RUL) of sub-systems or
components. While traditionally, diagnostics/prognostic algorithms were developed using Physics
of Failure (PoF) models; in a complex fielded system environment, continued dependence on PoF
approach, results in inaccurate models and the process is also costly to design, develop, validate
and operationalize. Airforce Materiel Command (AFMC) has developed an open, end-to-end ML
framework called StreamlinedML, using which one can design, develop, train, evaluate and deploy
ML capabilities for various DoD applications. This paper proposes a method to leverage Edge
Computing with StreamlinedML framework to accelerate adoption of data-driven machine
learning based state-of-the-art (SOTA) algorithms for Prognostics and Health Management
(PHM). The objective is to demonstrate that novel techniques like high accuracy deep convolution
neural network (CNNs) algorithms [19] can be easily applied for estimating RUL on aircraft
components by creating automated pipelines in StreamlinedML ecosystem. When a library of such
high-performance algorithms can be easily created and made available in the ecosystem, it allows
NAVAIR to develop new capabilities at Air Stations which can equip mission planners to gain
enhanced insights into aircraft reliability in real-time, thus resulting in higher material readiness.

2. INTRODUCTION:
Reliability Centric Maintenance (RCM) is a systematic approach to determine the overall
maintenance strategy for new and in-service components, equipment, subsystems, LineReplaceable-Units (LRUs), assemblies or systems. It provides a structured process to determine
how a system can be maintained such that it achieves a desired level of reliability, safety,
availability and operational readiness to accomplish mission goals while minimizing the total
ownership costs. RCM process is developed in twelve distinct phases starting with system
partitioning along boundary lines and ending with a detailed Maintenance Requirement Card [10].

The analysis is usually done in the design phase of any Weapon System to establish baseline
expectations, and as more operational experience is gained, the maintenance package is updated.
RCM methodology also forms the basis for a Condition Based Maintenance program, whose goal
is to conduct maintenance based on objective evidence of need. While RCM tells maintainers the
various maintenance tasks to do, CBM+ offers the most appropriate technologies to conduct it
cost-effectively throughout the systems life cycle. CBM+ uses a Systems engineering approach
for data collection, processing and analysis to support the decision-making processes for any
Weapon System’s Acquisition, Operations, Modernization and Sustainment [8].
CBM+ implementation can impact the life-cycle sustainment outcome metrics such as material
availability (MA), material reliability (MR), ownership cost (OC) and mean down time (MDT).
MA is a measure of the total percentage of the system inventory that is operationally capable of
carrying out assigned mission at a given time, based on material condition, while MR is a measure
of the probability that system will perform without failure over a certain timeframe. Use of
advanced diagnostics, predictive prognostics and health management capabilities can reduce the
maintenance requirements which in turn minimize the total cost of ownership (OC). Improved data
collection techniques from maintenance operations and system performance can lead to improved
design life of parts as well as optimized supply chain management, which in turn reduces MDT.
At the core of Condition Based Maintenance lies the ability to understand and assess the condition
of system and its components, at any given time. Standards such as ISO 13374, MIMOSA OSA
CBM, ADS-79D-HDBK provide the framework and govern data collection means, processing,
transmission and storage about the system condition. Figure 1 provides the information flow and
stack as provided by OSA CBM, with data moving up from DA Module.
Fig 1. Data and Information flow based on
MIMOSA OSA standard for CBM
CBM practice is enabled by three main
methodologies;
a)
Diagnostics/Prognostics
leveraging the use of algorithms to assess current
state of health and predict remaining useful life b)
Usage monitoring based and c) fatigue life
monitoring based. This paper focuses on
Prognostics and Health Management methodology
and rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 3 discusses the importance and application
of Machine Learning techniques in PHM. Section 4 discusses the role of edge computing and how
StreamlinedML framework can be used to develop SOTA PHM algorithms. Section 5 concludes
with proposal summary.
3. MACHINE LEARNING FOR PHM:
A Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) system is fundamentally tasked with assessing the
condition of system, subsystem or component of interest, to make an estimation of its current state
of health (SoH) and predict or forecast any remaining useful life (RUL). It typically consists of

five segments starting with sensing framework, followed by feature engineering & diagnostics,
predictive prognostics, performance validation and health management as shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2: Framework diagram for a PHM System. Modified from CAVE3 [4]
Traditionally, reliability predictions were conducted using model driven, data driven or hybrid
approaches, and as systems becomes more complex, newer approaches need to be envisaged which
are able to comprehensively take into account near real time fault modes data, maintenance
records, operation logs, part production, process information, operational and environmental
conditions the system underwent, ageing, uncertainty and interaction effects, so that accurate
prognostics can be conducted. Model based approaches utilize modelling using material strength
data, first principles and physics of failure (PoF) models. Although, this approach offers potentially
good accuracy, it is costly to design and develop in addition to being difficult to apply for complex
fielded systems [5]. One of the commonly found issue is “No Fault Found” (NFF), which refers to
a scenario when no fault can be detected in laboratory even when field tests report such failures
[9]. It is reported that NFF failures account for about 80% of all fielded failures with an estimated
cost of approximately 2 to 10 billion U.S. dollars per year to US DoD [3].This lends to excessive
maintenance costs while making PHM inaccurate.
Another technique that is getting renewed interest is the application of Machine Learning (ML) in
data-driven approach to PHM. With the availability of large computing power at low costs, and
greater ability to record, process, analyze and manage Big Data, development cycle for intelligent
fault diagnostic and prognostics algorithms using ML techniques has become faster and cheaper
[6]. Diagnosis includes detection that something is wrong (fault or anomaly detection),
determining the location of fault to a specific sub-system or component (fault isolation) as well as
determining what is wrong or the fault mode (fault identification). Prognostics takes the indicators
of degradation or health failure precursors as input, models the evolution of degradation, and

projects into future the remaining useful functional life that the system can operate, as intended.
Prognostics advises how much time remains from the point of degradation detection until a
predefined functional failure occurs. Instead of hand coding, data driven models automatically fit
a model of system behavior to historical, condition based processed data. Although, conventional
numerical and statistical methods such as Linear Regression, Kalman Filters fall under data-driven
approach, this paper focuses on the use of ML techniques to develop data-driven models. Anomaly
detection and Fault Isolation are considered as Classification or Clustering type of ML problems,
while Fault Identification and Prognostics are typically regarded as Regression kind.
Machine Learning is the application of a set of techniques that enable extraction of useful
information from large and diverse sets of data. The widely accepted definition is that ML allows
computer the ability to learn without explicitly programming by looking for patterns in datasets.
For example, a ML based diagnostic system can learn to identify part failures from a training
dataset which includes examples of failures. A generic ML process starts with a functional
definition of problem (ex. Predict compressor failure 12hrs before the event), collection of healthy
and failure datasets. Then feature engineering is done which includes data fusion, discovery,
creation of new features or feature learning or selection or extraction. Depending on problem,
Supervised, Unsupervised or Reinforced learning approach may be employed. Once the algorithm
is trained using training dataset, it is evaluated for its performance and if deemed satisfactory can
be flagged for deployment in production or operational settings. This iterative process is depicted
in Fig.3.

Fig 3: Typical Machine Learning Process
Literature survey [11] reveals various data-driven techniques that are available to conduct PHM
using ML algorithms and they are summarized in Fig.4.

Fig 4. Various techniques available to perform data driven PHM
One of the advantages of data-driven approaches is that they do not need information about system
specific behavior. ML techniques can analyze large amounts of noisy data to gain insights into
systems operating behavior and make predictions about its future state. As more data becomes
available from fielded systems, application of ML to develop SOTA algorithms becomes more
attractive.
4. HARNESSING POWER OF EDGE COMPUTING AT NAVAL AIR STATIONS
Edge Computing is a distributed computing and data storage paradigm that allows processing of
data closer to its generation. It holds the key to accelerate development of artificial intelligence
(AI) based diagnostic and prognostic SOTA algorithms, that can be tested and validated on large
datasets, resulting in a capability to operationalize and apply AI for PHM at Naval Air Stations
itself. When it comes to aircraft, normally an onboard Health and Usage Monitoring System
(HUMS) gathers flight parameters data, and the objective is to detect, identify, isolate and
characterize faults in its subsystems and components. Ground based equipment use post flight data
from HUMS, process and analyze the PHM data to infer component reliability, estimate state of
health, forecast remaining useful life and decide appropriate maintenance actions as needed. For
the purposes of this paper, “Edge” is defined as Naval Air Stations, as shown in Fig 5.

Fig.5 Defining “Edge” in context of Data Generation

From Fig.5, it is evident that if mission planners and engineers can have greater foresight into the
reliability of aircraft, enabled by Edge Computing at Station or “Edge” level, then that kind of
insight can greatly enhance decision making for mission readiness and planning. Edge computing
at Station level can be leveraged in two steps, as follows:
1. Initial Development and Validation of PHM SOTA Algorithms
2. Deployment into StreamlinedML Pipelines and Monitoring
STEP 1:
Once a prognostic target (system of interest) is identified for SOTA algorithm development,
historical data is gathered. These could be from various sources such as aircraft’s FADEC,
operational/maintenance logs, HUMS etc. We propose to develop algorithms using a flowchart
shown in Fig 7, using StreamlinedML framework with open-source language like python. Once a
satisfied algorithm is ready, then it is containerized with microservice endpoints and made
available to StreamlinedML App Server as Model-as-a-Service (MAAS) or as part of a SML
Docker Registry. At this point, this model can be accessed by any external user in the SML
ecosystem from any GUI.

Fig 7. Proposal to develop a ML SOTA algorithm in StreamlinedML ecosystem
One of the key considerations during development is to make sure that the algorithm is accurate,
and exhibits a level of detection and confidence as per ground truth data for its implementation
[1], in addition to being computationally efficient. This means that the prognostics analysis and
health assessment, offered by SOTA algorithm can be robustly completed and results are available
in a timeframe that allows maintainers to make repair decisions.

STEP 2:
In practice, stakeholders at Naval Air stations can interact with StreamlinedML GUI to submit
their mission readiness or aircraft reliability questions, which in turn can trigger multiple
workflows or pipelines within the framework. Pipelines can be created and setup to be triggered
either manually or automatically based on predefined operational outcomes, as shown in Fig.8.
Pipelines will be part of SML software and can run on any computer with Graphical Processing
Unit (GPU) capabilities. Normally, High-Performance Compute (HPC) computers are not
necessary to be available at Naval air stations in order to allow consumption of these algorithms.
For example, when an aircraft is back at the hanger, and pilot offloads the Portable Maintenance
Aid (PMA) and connects to an Edge Computer, it can set off a RUL workflow that utilizes
deployed SOTA MAAS algorithms from StreamlinedML registry to automatically determine
maintenance needs and offer enhanced insights into aircraft readiness for next mission. The output
of this workflow can drive part ordering, supply chain, maintenance ticketing activities with
systems such as Autonomic Logistic systems (ALIS) or Computerized Maintenance Management
Systems (CMMS). Additional workflows can be setup to be launched automatically whose specific
purpose could be to monitor the performance of algorithms and initiate re-training if needed.

Fig.8 Proposal on how ML pipelines can provide insights to Naval Air Stations
5. PROPOSAL CONCLUSION:
In summary, our proposal is to develop an open-source edge compute software using
StreamlinedML framework that can be used at Naval Air Stations to access and improve the
reliability of aircraft assets using PHM. Specifically, we propose to design, develop, train and
deploy a novel convolutional neural network algorithm, on one chosen sub-system or component.
We will develop a SOTA algorithm that can be used for predicting remaining useful life (RUL) of
a component like aircraft engine. This algorithm will be made available in StreamlinedML

ecosystem as a MAAS. Then we will develop a ML pipeline that orchestrates the consumption of
such SOTA algorithms in near real time.
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